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  Abstract 

Drivers evaluated their interaction with others when driving with a traffic light 

assistant. In a multi-driver simulator setting, four drivers drove at the same time in 

the same virtual environment. Two drivers were equipped with a traffic light 

assistant that recommended driving speed and required action, e.g. ‘brake to 30 

km/h’. Additionally, the position of the drivers in the column, the distance to the 

traffic light at which the recommendations started, and the instruction whether 

drivers ‘can’ or ‘must’ follow the recommendations were varied. Drivers with 

assistant pulled a lever at the steering wheel to indicate their feeling of bothering 

others. They did so most often when the assistant recommended coasting at far 

distances to the traffic light, especially when driving in the front positions of the 

column and when the instruction was that they ‘can’ follow the recommendations. 

Drivers without assistant pulled the lever at the steering wheel to indicate their anger 

about others. They did so only when they were following drivers with traffic light 

assistant. The results will help to parameterise the traffic light assistant regarding 

when and how to recommend. 

  Introduction 

Modern traffic light assistance systems enable communication between 

infrastructure and vehicles. For example, approaching vehicles receive information 

about current and next state of a traffic light and about phase durations. Based on 

this information, the assistance system calculates driving recommendations for 

passing the intersection at a green light. In case of unavoidable stops, the system 

recommends an efficient stop at red. The main targets of the assistant are reducing 

emissions, increasing traffic flow and improving driver comfort (Thoma et al., 

2007).  

To develop driver assistance systems two goals are crucial. First, the efficiency of 

the system should be maximized. The degree of impact the system has on 

consumption, emissions and traffic flow is determined by various parameters. For 

example, previous research using traffic simulation tools showed that increasing the 

start distance for the activation of a traffic light assistant from 200 to 400 metres in 

front of the traffic light has beneficial effects on emissions (Tielert et al., 2010).  
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Second, conditions should be created in which system behaviour is consistent with 

drivers’ desired behaviour (Tango, & Montanari, 2006). The assistant needs to be 

designed in a way that maximizes comfort, acceptance and willingness to use the 

system. As an evaluation criterion, the emotional climate has been evolved (Maag, 

2013). It can be hypothesised that emotional reactions of drivers and the 

expectations on emotional reactions of surrounding drivers influence the acceptance 

for a driver assistance system.  

The current study is based on the assumption that even with a fast introduction of a 

traffic light assistant to the market, the penetration rates will be mixed for several 

years. Hence, road users driving with assistant system will interact with road users 

who are not equipped with traffic light assistance. This leads to a discrepancy of 

knowledge that drivers have of the upcoming right of way rules at the intersection: 

While drivers without assistant evaluate the required driving behaviour (accelerating 

for proceeding or decelerating to initiate a stop) only based on the current visible 

traffic light state, drivers with assistant initiate driving behaviour based on driving 

recommendations that consider time and state of the next traffic light phase. Hence, 

different drivers approaching the same intersection come to different conclusions on 

appropriate driving behaviour, based on different quality of the available 

information.  

For road users driving without assistance system, the diverging driving behaviours 

potentially induce negative emotional reactions. For example, a discrepancy between 

desired driving speed and actual driving speed comes along with the experience of 

anger (Stephens & Groeger, 2014). This should be avoided, because research has 

pointed out that drivers experiencing anger are likely to engage in dangerous driving 

behaviours (Deffenbacher et al., 1994, Guéguen et al., 2014, Shinar, 1998, Stephens 

& Groeger, 2014). At the same time, for road users driving with assistance systems 

the deviation from normal driving behaviour might lead to expectations about 

bothering other road users. As a result, compliance to the system recommendations 

could be decreased. Hereby, instructions whether a driver should (must) or can 

follow system recommendations might influence the extent of the feeling of 

bothering others. 

In summary, the main research questions of the present study were: Under which 

situational circumstances and system states do participants driving with a traffic 

light assistant feel that they are bothering other road users? Under which situational 

circumstances and system states do participants driving without traffic light assistant 

express that they feel angered by other road users?  

  Methods 

  Participants 

44 participants (18 female) took part in the study. Due to technical problems in one 

session, data of 40 participants were analysed. The mean age was 38.6 years (sd = 

15.8). All participants were trained for driving in the multi driver simulator. No 

driver had experience with a traffic light assistant.  
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  Apparatus  

The study took place in the static multi driver simulator at WIVW GmbH 

(Wuerzburg Institute for Traffic Sciences). At the four driving stations of the multi 

driver simulator four drivers drove at the same time in the same virtual road 

environment. Each driving station consisted of three 22” LCD displays with a 

resolution of 1680x1050 pixels, offering a 150° horizontal field of vision. The left 

display showed the field of vision experienced in the left window, including the left 

side mirror. The windscreen view is displayed in the middle and right display, 

including the centre mirror and the left side mirror, as well as the instrument cluster 

with speedometer. The left, front and right mirrors were depicted with a size of 11x6 

cm. For the HMI of the traffic light assistant, there was an additional 10” LCD 

Display with 800x400 pixels positioned next to the steering wheel. As mock-ups 

steering wheels enhanced by force feedback and ordinary pedal systems were used. 

The steering wheels had two levers, one at the left and one at the right side. The 

simulator was run by the SILAB software.  

  Traffic light assistant 

The algorithm of the traffic light assistant considered the current and next traffic 

light phase and participants’ driving speed and distance to the traffic light. Based on 

that, driving recommendations were calculated, which contained a combination of 

action and speed suggestions. Action recommendations were either coast, brake or 

drive. Speed recommendations were either 0, 20, 30 km/h. The thresholds for the 

activation of the recommendations was 5 km/h, e.g. a recommendation to drive 20 

km/h was presented as long as participants drove between 15 and 25 km/h. The 

recommendations were presented in text form with distinctive colours (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Driving recommendations as shown in the HMI. The drive recommendation was 

depicted in green, coast recommendations in white and brake recommendation in amber.  

  Study design 

The study had a mixed between-within subjects design. Participants always drove in 

columns of four drivers. In each column, two of the four drivers received 

recommendations from the traffic light assistant system, whereas the other two 

drove without system. Drivers without system did not know about the existence of 

the traffic light assistant. Half of the drivers with system were instructed to always 

stick to the recommendations (‘must’ condition), whereas the other half of the 

drivers with system were instructed that they could stick to the recommendations 
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whenever they wanted (‘can’ condition). In the column of four drivers, each driver 

had four possible positions. Four different orders were realised in the experiment. 

The four orders ensured that each participant drove at each of the four positions for 

an equal number of times, that drivers with assistant system only followed drivers 

without assistant system and that the combinations of lead and following vehicle 

varied (Figure 2). Recommendations of the traffic light assistance either started at 

200 m or at 400 m in front of the intersection. To investigate the influence of system 

activation on the dependent variable, the traffic light approach was separated into the 

distance sections 0 – 200 and 200 – 400 metres in front of the intersection.  

 

Figure 2. The four realised orders with drivers A-D in different positions of the column. 

Drivers A and C received recommendations from the traffic light assistant. Drivers B and D 

did not drive with traffic light assistant.  

Drivers receiving recommendations from the traffic light assistant were instructed to 

pull a lever at the steering wheel every time they felt like bothering other drivers. 

Drivers who did not receive recommendations from the traffic light assistant were 

instructed to pull the lever every time they were angered by other drivers. 

  Procedure 

Each participant was instructed individually and drove a short practice track. During 

the experiment four participants drove in the same virtual environment. They 

crossed 16 traffic light intersections without turn, which resulted from a repetition of 

the eight different conditions (two start distances x four column positions). The 

traffic light approaches were about 600 metres long. In all traffic light approaches, 

drivers had to reduce speed to either cross the intersection at green without stop or to 

initiate an efficient stop at red.  Before each traffic light approach, the order of the 

vehicles in the column was changed. After completing all traffic light approaches, 

drivers filled in a short questionnaire, which is reported in the results section.   

  Results 

  Feeling of bothering others expressed by drivers with system 

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted with the between-subjects 

variable instruction (‘can’ vs. ‘must’) and the within-subject variables notification 

distance (200 vs. 400 metres), position in the column (1 vs. 2 vs. 3 vs. 4) and 

distance section during the approach (0-200 vs. 200-400 metres). Only data of 

participants driving with assistant were included. The number of traffic light 
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approaches with lever pull was related to the total number of approaches in the 

respective condition and considered as dependent variable. Results are presented in 

table 1.  

Table 1. Summary of ANOVA results for the percentage of lever pulls to express the feeling of 

bothering others. Bold numbers mark significant effects.  

Effect Df  

effect 

Df  

error 

F p η²partial 

Instruction (I) 1 18 20.098 <.001 .528 

Notification distance (ND) 1 18 36.699 <.001 .671 

Position (P) 3 54 12.203 <.001 .404 

Distance section (S) 1 18 3.860 .065 .177 

      

ND x I 1 18 3.315 .085 .156 

P x I 3 54 1.713 .175 .087 

S x I  1 18 .095 .762 .005 

ND x P 3 54 .816 .491 .043 

ND x S 1 18 18.051 <.001 .501 

P x S 3 54 3.195 .031 .151 

      

ND x P x I 3 54 .420 .739 .023 

ND x S x I 1 18 8.294 .009 .315 

P x S x I 3 54 .133 .94 .007 

ND x P x S 

 

3 54 1.825 .154 .092 

I x ND x P x S 3 54 1.069 .370 .056 

Drivers expressed more often the feeling of bothering others in the ‘can’ condition 

compared to the ‘must’ instruction. When the recommendations started 400 metres 

in front of the intersection, drivers more often expressed the feeling of bothering 

others compared to when recommendations started 200 metres in front of the 

intersection (figure 3).  

 

Figure 3. Percentage of traffic light approaches with lever pull expressing the feeling of 

bothering others by participants driving with assistance system related to the conditions 

position in the column, notification distance and distance section in front of the intersection. 

Graphs show means with 95% confidence intervals.  
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When drivers were in the fourth position of the column, the lever was pulled 

significantly less often compared to when driving in any other position of the 

column (all p’s <.028). When recommendations started 200 m in front of the 

intersection, hardly any driver pulled the lever between 200 and 400 metres. 

  Anger expressed by drivers without system 

An ANOVA was conducted with the between-subjects variable instruction (‘can’ vs. 

‘must’) and the within-subject variables notification distance (200 vs. 400 metres), 

position in the column (1 vs. 2 vs. 3 vs. 4) and distance section during the approach 

(0-200 vs. 200-400 metres). The variables instruction and notification distance were 

varied for drivers with system and the impact of the variations was assessed for 

drivers without system. For every participant driving without assistant, the number 

of traffic light approaches with lever pull was related to the total number of 

approaches in the respective condition and considered as dependent variable. Results 

are presented in table 2.  

Table 2. Summary of ANOVA results for the percentage of lever pulls to express anger. Bold 

numbers mark significant effects.  

Effect Df  

effect 

Df  

error 

F p η²partial 

Instruction (I) 1 18 3.728 .069 .172 

Notification distance 

(ND) 
1 18 15.886 <.001 .469 

Position (P) 3 54 11.389 <.001 .388 

Distance section (S) 1 18 4.366 .051 .195 

      

ND x I 1 18 2.179 .157 .109 

P x I 3 54 2.516 .068 .123 

S x I  1 18 4.366 .051 .195 

ND x P 3 54 3.928 .013 .179 

ND x S 1 18 10.407 .005 .366 

P x S 3 54 1.672 .184 .085 

      

ND x P x I 3 54 .432 .737 .023 

ND x S x I 1 18 .15 .703 .008 

P x S x I 3 54 .786 .507 .042 

ND x P x S 

 
3 54 3.747 .016 .172 

I x ND x P x S 3 54 1.203 .318 .063 

 

Drivers were more angered by others when the recommendations started 400 metres 

in front of the intersection compared to a start at 200 metres. They expressed less 

anger, when driving in the first position of the column compared to the second, third 

or fourth position of the column (all p’s < .006). When the recommendations started 

200 metres in front of the intersection, hardly any driver pulled the lever between 

200-400 metres in front of the intersection (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Percentage of traffic light approaches with lever pull to express anger by drivers 

without assistant related to the conditions notification distance, position in the column and 

distance section in front of the intersection. Graphs show means with 95% confidence 

intervals. 

  Relation of bother and anger feelings  

In order to gain insight in the relation between lever pulls of drivers with and 

without system the number of approaches with lever pulls of drivers following each 

other was investigated. First, the number of approaches with lever pulls for drivers 

with assistant in the first, second and third position of the column was determined 

based on data for the overall approach distance of 400 metres. Second, from these 

approaches the number of approaches was identified in which the directly following 

driver in the second, third and fourth position also pulled the lever. By allocating 

both numbers it was determined in how much percent of the approaches in which a 

driver with system pulled the lever, the directly following driver without system 

expressed that he felt angered. Data are presented in table 3 for the three pairs: 

driver on position one followed by driver on position two, driver on position two 

followed by driver on position three and driver on position three followed by driver 

on position four. Drivers with assistant had the respective lead position, drivers 

without assistant had the respective following position. 

Table 3. Number of approaches with lever pull of a driver with system in the first three 

positions of the column and percentage of approaches in which the directly following driver 

also pulls the lever.  

Independent variable Number of approaches with 

lever pull of drivers with 
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Proportion of approaches 

with pairs pulling the lever 

[%] 
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1 
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2 
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1/2 
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2/3 
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3/4 

‘Can’  200 12 9 8 41.66 33.33 0.00 

 400 12 21 11 33.33 42.85 36.36 

‘Must’ 200 4 6 1 0.00 83.33 0.00 

 400 7 13 5 57.14 76.92 80.00 
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Overall, in 40.413% of the cases in which drivers with assistant expressed that they 

bothered others the following drivers also expressed feeling angered by others. 

  Dependence on type of recommendation  

A further analysis was conducted to investigate the number of lever pulls depending 

on the five different driving recommendations. The total time at which the specific 

recommendation was presented during all 16 traffic light approaches was 

determined for each participant driving with the system (figure 5, dashed line). The 

long durations of the ‘brake to 0’ recommendations were measured in cases when 

the assistant did not turn off in standstill when waiting at red traffic lights. 

Additionally, the number of episodes with at least one lever pull occurring while 

each of the recommendations was active was identified. For each participant, the 

number of episodes with lever pull was related to the total time spent with activated 

recommendation. The resulting ratios are presented in figure 5. A within subject 

ANOVA was conducted with recommendation as independent variable and the ratio 

as dependent variable. The ratio differed significantly for the recommendations, 

F(4,76) = 11.409, p < .001. η²partial = .375. Bonferroni adjusted post-hoc tests 

showed that the ‘coast to 20 km/h’ recommendation led to significantly more lever 

pulls compared to all other recommendations, all p’s < .033. Additionally, the ‘coast 

to 0 km/h’ recommendation led to more lever pulls compared to the ‘brake to 0 

km/h’ recommendation, p = .016.  

 

Figure 5. Total activation time (left axis) and number of lever pulls in relation to total time 

spent with activated recommendation of the traffic light assist (right axis) related to the five 

recommendations. Graph shows means with 95% confidence intervals.  

  Questionnaire  

Drivers without assistant were asked if they still felt anger in case they knew about 

the assistance system other drivers are using (e.g. by a sticker at the back of the car). 

Drivers with assistant were asked if they still felt like bothering others when driving 

with the assistant, in case others would know about their system (e.g. by a sticker at 

the back of their own car). Figure 6 indicates participants’ agreement to these 

statements. There was no difference between drivers with and without assistant, p = 

.917.  
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Figure 6. Drivers’ agreement to the statement asking for a change of anger or bother 

experience in case others knew about the traffic light assistant system. 1 indicates that their 

bother would have been reduced. 7 indicates that their anger would have been the same. 

Graph shows means with 95% confidence intervals.  

  Discussion 

The influence of traffic and system parameters on drivers’ bother and anger 

experience when driving with a traffic light assistant was investigated. The traffic 

light assistant allows drivers to pass intersections at a green light or to initiate an 

efficient stop at red. It was expected that the assistance system triggers negative 

emotional reactions in relation to interactions between road users equipped with the 

assistant and un-equipped drivers. The multi-driver simulator allows for 

investigating interactions between real drivers in a controlled laboratory setting.  

The results show that the traffic light assistant has the potential to induce anger in 

drivers without assistant and the feeling of bothering others in drivers with assistant. 

Drivers with system especially felt like bothering others in the front position of the 

column. Drivers without assistant were especially bothered when driving in the back 

positions of the column. The analysis revealed that drivers with assistant more often 

expected to bother other drivers than the directly following drivers expressed that 

they were angered by others. However, it is the expectation on negative reactions by 

others that might reduce compliance when driving with the assistant and with that 

might lower possible benefits of the system. Therefore, future research could 

investigate how the deviation between expectations on others negative reactions and 

the actual arising emotions could be used in order to motivate drivers to feel 

comfortable when using the system.  

A simple solution might be to inform others about the traffic light assistant in the 

vehicles. Research has shown that anger in others can be larger when drivers do not 

see the reasons for reductions in driving speed of a lead vehicle (Stephens & 

Groeger, 2014). Drivers responded that the sticker at the back of the car could have 

some potential to reduce anger and bother. The sticker could reduce the feeling of 

being limited in the free choice of speed in drivers without system and emphasise 

that even without system one can benefit from following a lead vehicle with 

assistant (e.g. in avoiding a stop at red). Future research could address if the 

egocentric perspective that drivers have when interacting in traffic could be 
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improved by more information exchange and elucidation on other drivers’ motives 

and backgrounds.  

Unlike expected, the instruction that drivers ‘can’ stick to the recommendations led 

to an increased likelihood for lever pulls in drivers with assistant compared to the 

instruction to always stick to the recommendations (‘must’ condition). An 

explanation for that might be that drivers in the ‘can’ condition complied to the 

recommendations voluntarily, but wanted to express that they are not confident with 

the recommendations. Drivers in the ‘must’ condition had no choice and therefore 

contributed their cumbersome behaviour to the system.  

In the 0-200 metres in front of the intersection, drivers pulled the lever equally often, 

independent of the start of the driving recommendations. When recommendations 

started 200 metres in front of the intersection, hardly any driver expressed the 

feeling of anger or bothering others 200-400 metres in front of the intersection. 

Hence, lever pulls were related to system activation. Additionally, it shows that 

when recommendations started at far distances to the intersection, anger or bother 

only slightly reduced over the course of the approach. Therefore, the 400 metres 

notification distance condition has a higher potential to trigger anger or bother 

feelings in drivers. Along with that, the coast recommendations led to the highest 

number of bother episodes. In the ‘coast to 20 km/h’ and ‘coast to 0 km/h’ 

recommendations the deviations from the maximum speed limit were largest. The 

reason for a lower number of bother experiences in the ‘drive 20 km/h’ 

recommendation could be that the recommendations were presented consecutively 

during each approach. It might be that drivers expressed their feeling of bothering 

others in the preceding ‘coast to 20 km/h’ situation and did not repeat it afterwards 

in the ‘drive 20 km/h’ condition. For the parameterisations of the traffic light 

assistant it is important to aim for a trade-off between maximum efficiency and 

maximum driver acceptance. Even though the traffic light assistant is more efficient 

when activated at far distances to the intersection and with initiating long coasting 

episodes, the benefits for comfort, emissions and efficiency of traffic flow will be 

reduced, when drivers feel uncomfortable in using the system. 

A possible flaw of the method of lever pulls is that drivers are explicitly instructed to 

express their negative feelings in the interaction with others. Therefore, the setting 

could emphasise the negative effects of driving with the system and might 

overestimate drivers’ anger and bother experience. For future research it is 

recommended to compare the current results to other measures of anger or 

discomfort (e.g. following distances). Along with that it is recommended to also 

sample data on positive emotional reactions when driving with the assistant, for 

example when experiencing the benefits of catching green lights by sticking to the 

recommendations.  
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